Upwind residual distribution schemes have been developed for the numerical simulation of inviscid flows of arbitrary mixtures of thermally perfect gases in chemical non-equilibrium. First, a multi-dimensional conservative linearization of the Euler equations for gas mixtures is derived. Then, a transformation to a set of symmetrizing variables is defined, which decouples the flow equations into ns scalar advection equations and a coupled 3 × 3 system. Various alternative discretizations of the source terms are presented. Preliminary numerical resuls are presented which illustrate the applicability of the method to non-reacting and reacting flows.
Introduction

W
HEREAS for most aerodynamic applications, air, even though it is known to be composed of several chemical species, can be considered as a single thermally and calorically perfect gas species because, being chemically inert, its composition is uniform in space and constant in time, there are many practical flow situations involving chemical reactions, e.g. combustion processes, flows around space vehicles at reentry conditions, flows in plasma devices such as archeated or inductively heated plasma jets. As pointed out by Liu and Vinokur, 1 as long as these chemical reactions are fast enough so that all processes can be considered in equilibrium, the conservation laws that govern the fluid flow are essentially unchanged, except that a general equilibrium equation of state has to be used instead of the perfect gas law. In contrast, when the flow is in chemical non-equilibrium, a separate mass conservation law has to be written for each chemical species, and the size of the system of governing equations increases dramatically.
Over the past few years, multi-dimensional upwind residual distribution schemes have emerged as an attractive alternative to classical upwind finite volume schemes based on one-dimensional Riemann solvers for the solution of compressible flow problems. 2 Based on a piecewise linear representation of the flow variables on simplices (triangles in 2D) similar to finite elements, they present a number of attractive features:
• a much lower cross-diffusion than their finite volume counterparts, due to the genuinely multidimensional upwinding they incorporate,
• a positivity property which ensures the satisfaction of a discrete maximum principle and consequently the absence of spurious oscillations,
In addition, thanks to their compact discretization stencil, very efficient implicit time-stepping strategies can be applied for the solution of the discrete equations 3 and parallelization is relatively easy. 4, 5 They have been applied to a variety of inviscid and viscous flows, including turbulent flows at conditions ranging from low speed to hypersonic.
2, 5, 6
The extension of these multidimensional upwind schemes to inviscid flows of arbitrary mixtures of thermally perfect gases in chemical non-equilibrium is the subject of the present paper. First, the physical model is recalled. This is followed by a comprehensive presentation of the computational method and finally by some preliminary numerical results.
Physical model
Governing equations
We consider in this paper 2D inviscid flows of arbitrary mixtures of thermally perfect gases in chemical non-equilibrium and thermal equilibrium 1 . The governing equations are then the following system of conservation laws written in the compact form used in Ref. 1 .
with
where ρ s are the species densities, ρ the global density, p the pressure, u the velocity vector with components u , E the total energy per unit mass, H the total enthalpy per unit mass (= E + p ρ ) and S s the chemical source terms. To close this system of equations, expressions are needed to relate the various thermodynamic variables (ρ s , p, E) and to evaluate the chemical source terms S s which respectively constitute the thermodynamic and chemical models.
Thermodynamic model
As we are considering mixtures of thermally perfect gases, a first thermodynamic relation is given by Dalton's law for pressure, i.e.
where T is the mixture temperature (remember that thermal equilibrium is assumed) and R s is the species perfect gas constant. The other thermodynamic relation expresses the dependence of the total energy per unit mass E with the temperature T , i. e.
where˜ is the internal energy per unit volume. Expressions for the species energies s (T ) are provided by the statistical thermodynamics theory.
7
In the present work, the species energies are evaluated using the Pegase library developed at VKI. 8 To reduce computational cost, it is also possible to use curve fits derived from statistical mechanics models, such as the curve fits by Gupta et al.
9
Chemical model
Chemical source terms S s are expressed according to the law of mass action (see for example Ref. 10)
where M s is the molar mass of species s, nr is the number of reactions which involve it, nt is the number of species (reactants and products) involved in the considered reaction, ν sr and ν sr are the stoichiometric coefficients for reactants and products respectively, and k f r and k br are the forward and backward reaction rates of reaction r. These rates depend on the temperature according to an Arrhenius formula
Practically, the forward reaction rates are calculated using (6) whereas the backward reaction rates are calculated from the relation where K er is the equilibrium constant which depends only on thermodynamic quantities.
8
There exist numerous chemical models for air, even for a given set of species, which may differ by the reactions considered and the coefficients of the Arrhenius formulas for the reaction rates. In this work, the chemical models of Gupta, 9 itself based on a model by Blottner, 11 and of Park 12 have been considered.
Computational method
Space discretization
Upwind residual distribution schemes for linear hyperbolic equations Scalar advection The residual distribution schemes (RDS) have been designed for an optimal discretization of the steady state convection equation
on P1 finite element meshes, i.e. triangular (resp. tetrahedral) meshes with a piecewise linear solution representation. Evaluating the residual or fluctuation over an element T , defined as the integral over this element of the differential operator, i.e.
since both λ and ∇u are constant over the element, one obtains φ
is called the inflow parameter, n i being the scaled inward normal of the edge opposed to node i (see Fig. 1 ) and d the dimension of the problem. The method consists in distributing fractions of φ T to the vertices of the element. The resulting discrete equations therefore express that the nodal residuals R i , sum of all contributions from neighbouring elements, vanish, i.e.
in which β T i are the distribution coefficients. On each element T , these distribution coefficients must sum up to one for consistency and conservativity.
The different schemes, corresponding to different ways of computing the distribution coefficients, have been designed to satisfy several properties making them optimal : 
No fraction of the element residual is sent to upstream nodes or β
POSITIVITY (P): The scheme does not create local extrema or, if we write the contribution to the element residual as φ
The distribution coefficients β T i remain bounded as φ T → 0 which is equivalent to zero cross-diffusion (second order accuracy) on a regular mesh.
CONTINUITY (C):
The distribution coefficients must be continuous functions of both the advection and the solution-gradient directions.
Several schemes satisfying some or all of these design criteria have been developed both in 2D and 3D. A complete summary is given in Ref. 2 . The schemes used in the present study are summarized in Table 1 (formulas valid both for 2D and 3D), where k
Note that as a result of a generalization of Godunov's theorem, only non-linear schemes can satisfy both the P and LP properties.
Hyperbolic systems Considering now the noncommuting linear hyperbolic system
the formal extension of the residual distribution discretization (10) is
where the fluctuation Φ T is now a vector whose expression is Φ T = i K i U i with K i being now an inflow matrix expressed as K i = The design criteria for distribution matrices are the same as for distribution coefficients for the scalar advection equation, plus the additional requirement of invariance under a similarity transformation, i. e. UPWIND CHARACTER: β T i = 0 when K i ≤ 0 (where K i ≤ 0 means that all eigenvalues of K i , which are known to be real due to the hyperbolic nature of the system, are negative). 
we require that
It results that if the system is diagonalisable, i. e. if the matrices A commute, then taking T as the diagonalising transformation, the transformed distribution matrix β T Q i is the diagonal matrix of scalar distribution coefficients for each decoupled equation.
Many of the schemes listed in Table 1 can be formally extended to systems. For example, the system-N scheme is defined by
whereas the system-LDA scheme is defined by
The non-linear PSI scheme on the other hand proves to be more difficult to generalize. Considering the scalar PSI scheme as a limited N-scheme, its formal generalization to systems is
However, the distribution matrix of the N-scheme β
is not explicitly defined by Eqn. 14. For diagonalizable systems, the condition of invariance under similarity transformations suffices to define β 
Conservative linearization
We have considered so far linear equations. To apply the upwind residual distribution schemes described in the previous section to non-linear problems such as the Euler equations, an essential ingredient is a conservative linearization, which consists in finding on each triangle T an average stateŪ such that
where
Let's show that, with such a linearization, conservation is indeed satisfied. Summing up the nodal residuals over the domain Ω, we have
and the contributions of internal edges cancel out (telescoping property).
For a single thermally and calorically perfect gas, a conservative linearization is easily obtained as a multidimensional extension of Roe's linearization. 13 Indeed, assuming a linear variation of Roe's parameter vector Z 14 and since both the vector of conserved variables U and the fluxes F are homogeneous functions of degree 2 in the components of Z,
vertices Z i is the proper average state to ensure conservation.
The extension to arbitrary mixtures of thermally perfect gases is based on Liu and Vinokur's generalization of Roe's linearization in 1D. First, the generalized parameter vector Z is defined as
where α s = ρ s /ρ is the mass fraction of species s. Decomposing the fluxes F as follows
and the vector of conservative variables U in a similar way,
we observe that the components of F * and U * are both homogeneous functions of degree 2 in the components of the parameter vector Z, just as in the single perfect gas case. The pressure p however is no longer a homogeneous function of degree 2 in the components of Z, except in some special cases which will be discussed later, as is clear from Eqns. [3] [4] 
Now, since˜ = ρH − (ρu · u)/2 − p, we have
where the right hand side involves differentials of variables which are all homogeneous functions of degree 2 in the components of Z. Therefore, a conservative linearization is achieved if average thermodynamic derivativesχ s andκ can be defined such that
where the gradients in the right hand side are evaluated at the average stateZ -note that, because p is generally not a homogeneous function of degree 2 in the components of Z,χ s = χ s (Z) andκ = κ(Z).
In contrast, the average pressure gradient in the left hand side has to be evaluated by numerical quadrature of the contour integral 2 . As for some particular cases, e.g. the case of a single calorically perfect gas, p reduces to a quadratic function of the parameter gradient components and therefore of the space coordinates, the numerical quadrature formula should be exact for quadratic functions (e.g. Simpson's rule). Now, equation (26) does not define the average thermodynamic parametersχ s andκ uniquely as it provides only 2 relations in 2D. Following Liu and Vinokur, 1 we determine them uniquely by requiring that they should be the closest to an a priori given approximationχ s ,κ. Specifically,χ s andκ are defined as the values of χ s and κ which minimize f (χ s , κ) =
where ξ s = χ s /κ, ω = 1/κ. The reason for choosing this particular minimization problem is that it ensures that the resulting averaged thermodynamic derivatives are independent of the arbitrary constant in the definition of the species energy.
1 As far as the a priori approximation is concerned, several choices are possible, the simplest being either to take the arithmetic average of the vertex values or to takeχ s = χ s (Z),κ = κ(Z).
To
where κ s = R s /c vs , and
which is a homogeneous function of degree 2 in the components of Z provided that
This is the case either if the composition is fixed (α s = const.), i. e. in the absence of chemical reactions (frozen flow), in which case the mixture behaves as if it were a single species, or if all κ s are equal, for example in the (unrealistic) case in which all species would be diatomic molecules.
Transformations and preconditioning
The matrix distribution schemes presented above are invariant under a similarity transformation. It is nevertheless useful to apply a similarity transformation to the linearized hyperbolic system in order to achieve maximum decoupling for the following reasons. On one hand, this reduces the computational cost thanks to the considerable simplification of the distribution expressions and on the other hand, this allows to select different distribution schemes on the various decoupled systems/scalar equations. Specifically, with the similarity transformation ∂U = T ∂Q, the discrete equations (12) are rewritten
Partial decoupling can be achieved if the flux jacobians A have common eigenvectors. For the case of a single perfect gas, the flux jacobians A have one common eigenvector so that it is possible to decouple one scalar equation from the original system, leaving a coupled 3 × 3 system and one decoupled scalar equation in 2D. The transformation to symmetrizing variables defined as ∂Q = ( ∂p ρa , ∂u, ∂p − a 2 ∂ρ) t accomplishes this task. The decoupled scalar equation is nothing else than the entropy advection equation, which is well-known to derive from the Euler equations.
For a mixture of thermally perfect gases, n s advection equations can be derived from the Euler equations, namely the entropy and the mass fraction advection equations (of which only n s − 1 are independent), or equivalently the advection equations for the 'partial entropies' α s s. The following generalized transformation to symmetrizing variables
indeed decouples the n s 'partial entropies' advection equations (indeed, α s ∂p − a 2 ∂ρ s ∝ ∂(α s s)) from the same coupled 3 × 3 system as in the perfect gas case. Hence, the extra cost associated with the existence of several species reduces to the addition of as many scalar equations as there are species, which is a quite positive result. The expression of the transformation matrix T and of its inverse are given in Appendix A.
For perfect gases, it was shown 2 that additional decoupling may be achieved by preconditioning, namely the system of equations is rewritten as
and the residual distribution method is applied to the preconditioned system between brackets. The optimal preconditioning was found to be the van Leer-LeeRoe preconditioning, 15 which allows to decouple one additional equation, namely the total enthalpy advection equation. As the coupled 3 × 3 system in the system written in symmetrizing variables is the same independently of the number of species, the same preconditioning used for a single perfect gas is applicable to mixtures of thermally perfect gases.
Source terms
The discretization of source terms is based on a Petrov-Galerkin interpretation of residual distribution schemes.
2 Consider the advection equation (8) . A Petrov-Galerkin finite element discretization is
where ω T i is the weighting function associated to node i of element T . Now, from the definition of φ T and from the linear approximation of u over T , assuming a constant advection vector λ, λ · ∇u is constant over T and equal to φ T /Ω T , where Ω T is the surface of the triangle T (volume of the tetrahedron T in 3D). Hence, the previous equation becomes
This discretization is identical to Eqn. 10 provided that
This equation is not sufficient to uniquely associate a weighting function ω T is the piecewise constant function equal to 1 on element T and 0 elsewhere, the equivalence condition (34) yields
(35) Let us consider now the advection-reaction equation
with source term S. Its Petrov-Galerkin discretization is
and it only remains to specify the quadrature rule for the evaluation of the right-hand side (or alternatively an approximate representation of the source term) to define the discretization of the source term. The simplest choice is to use a one-point quadrature rule for φ
where x c is the triangle centroid (ω
). This is equivalent to using a piecewise constant approximation of the source term
i. e. the source term is distributed exactly like the convective term.
An alternative possibility is to use a piecewise linear approximation for the source term, S = S i ϕ i . The discretization of the source term then becomes
This latter formulation can be very expensive in the case of complex source terms if the nodal value of the source terms S j are reevaluated in each element (three times as many source term evaluations as for the piecewise constant approximation). Instead, the nodal value of source terms should be computed and stored in a separate loop over nodes. As the number of nodes is about half the number of triangles in a 2D triangular grid, the number of source term evaluations is reduced by half with respect to the piecewise constant approximation using this latter implementation. Both the piecewise constant and piecewise linear source term approximations can be used only with LP schemes, since the distribution coefficient should be bounded. This means that, if the convective term is discretized using the unbounded N-scheme, the source term has to be discretized with a different (bounded) distribution scheme, generally the LDA scheme. When two different distribution schemes are used for the convective and source terms respectively, the resulting scheme is at most first-order accurate. Finally, a simplified form of Eqn. 40 is achieved by using a lumped Galerkin mass matrix rather than the exact non-symmetric mass matrix m ij . In this case, we have
This nodal discretization of source terms has been found to be more robust for application to turbulence transport equations. Its main drawback is its first order accuracy, irrespective of the accuracy of the distribution schemes used for the discretization of the convective terms.
Iterative strategy
The discrete equations form a non-linear algebraic system which is solved using the damped Newton iterative solution strategy developed in Ref. 3 . Denoting the non-linear algebraic linear system by R(U ) = 0 whose elements are 
-Update:
where Ω is the diagonal matrix of median dual cell surfaces, J R (U ) = ∂R(U )/∂U is the Jacobian of the residual R(U ), a sparse and non-symmetric matrix, and where J F denotes the augmented Jacobian Ω/∆ k t + J R . Essential ingredients of the method 3 are a very efficient finite difference evaluation of the Jacobian and the iterative solution of the linear system (42) using preconditioned Krylov subspace algorithms such as GMRES 17 or BiCG-STAB.
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To enhance stability for reacting flow computations, it is possible to include only the negative contribution of the source terms in the Jacobian matrix.
Numerical results
Non-reacting co-flowing jets
This first test case considers the interaction of a hot jet of exhaust gases, considered as a single calorically perfect species with κ eg (= γ eg − 1) = 0.17 with an external cold air stream with κ air = 0.4, a problem previously studied by Abgrall and Montagné. 19 The inlet Mach numbers are respectively 4 for the jet and 2 for the external stream and the jet/external stream pressure and temperature ratios are 2 and 4.6 respectively.
The computational domain is a rectangle with a length-to-height ratio equal to 5. Solid wall boundary conditions are specified on both the upper and lower boundaries. Computations were carried out on an unstructured grid of 19350 triangular elements and 9926 nodes which is quite comparable to the uniform 200 × 50 grid used by Abgrall and Montagné. Fig. 2 compares the pressure contours as computed respectively using the upwind residual distribution system PSI scheme 2 on the original (a) and preconditioned (b) equations 4 with Abgrall and Montagné's 2nd order finite volume computations using a multispecies Osher scheme. Very good qualitative agreement is observed between the upwind residual distribution results and the finite volume results. Actually, there seems to be a little less dissipation in the upwind residual distribution results as the pressure contours (a) system PSI scheme, original equations (b) system PSI scheme, preconditioned equations (c) Abgrall and Montagné's finite volume results (from 19 ) Fig. 2 Interaction of co-flowing jets, pressure contours appear more crisp, especially near the exit. The use of preconditioning is seen to improve the quality of results by eliminating the spurious oscillations observed in Fig. 2 (a) . The capture of the contact discontinuity is illustrated in Figure 3 . The upwind residual dis-(a) system PSI scheme, original equations (b) system PSI scheme, preconditioned equations (c) Abgrall and Montagné's finite volume results (from 19 ) Fig. 3 Interaction of co-flowing jets, mass fraction contours tribution results are seen to be as good as the finite volume results despite the fact that they were computed on an unstructured triangular grid rather than on a structured grid.
Reacting flow over a circular cylinder
We consider next the flow of air around a 2m diameter circular cylinder in the following conditions: Valorani's finite volume computations. 20 Good qualitative agreement is observed. The influence of thermodynamic and chemical models is illustrated on Fig. 5 which compares the distribution of N 2 mass fraction along the stagnation line. • . Calculations are performed using the Blottner/Gupta 5 species air model. Convective terms are discretized using the system-N scheme whereas source terms are discretized either using one-point quadrature (Eqn. 39) or the lumped Galerkin nodal formula (Eqn. 41). An unstructured grid of 5111 nodes and 9823 elements is used. Temperature contours are shown in Fig. 6 The canopy shock is seen to be quite well captured 
Conclusions
Upwind residual distribution schemes have been developed for the numerical simulation of inviscid flows of arbitrary mixtures of thermally perfect gases in chemical non-equilibrium. For this purpose, three specific issues had to be addressed.
First, a multi-dimensional conservative linearization of the Euler equations for gas mixtures was derived, based on the 1D conservative linearization by Liu and Vinokur, 1 whereby flux jacobians are evaluated at the average Roe parameter vector and using average thermodynamic derivatives obtained by solving a minimization problem.
Secondly, generalized symmetrizing variables were introduced for arbitrary gas mixtures. It was shown that the transformation to symmetrizing variables uncouples n s scalar advection equations from the same coupled 3 × 3 system as in the single perfect gas flow case.
Thirdly, various discretizations of the source terms were proposed, based on a Petrov-Galerkin finite element interpretation of the residual distribution schemes. A first possibility is to use a one-point quadrature rule for the weighted source terms or, equivalently, to use a piecewise constant approximation for the source terms. Alternatively, a piecewise linear approximation can be used. When the piecewise linear approximation is used, expressions of the discrete source terms may be simplified by using mass lumping.
Finally, preliminary numerical results were presented, which illustrate the applicability of the method to non-reacting and reacting flows. 
we have 
where ∂p ∂ρ r = χ r + u · u 2 (46)
